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“Young girls? I don’t give a damn. I like small feet, I like my fabulous house with cool stuff in it.” 
This was John Currin’s impression, from a 2001 interview, of the staunchly antimodern painter 
Balthus. Currin enlists Balthus on behalf of his own postmodernist gambit, yet it’s Ridley Howard 
in his second exhibition at this gallery who brings Balthus’s earnestly sensed joy full circle after 
modernity’s linear exhaustion. 

In “Slows,” Howard’s twenty paintings jubilate through thrumming color planes and a slight 
drafting curvature that owes as much to Botticelli as it does to Adrian Tomine. Howard’s 
predilections are emphasized by art-historical cross-referencing, but also by slyly referencing his 
own work. For instance, Nudes (all works 2011), depicting a tryst that becomes a structured 
arrangement of interlocked bodies (evinced by a constellation of moles on a man’s back), is 
clearly indebted to the kindred films of Michaelangelo Antonioni. To its right, Mint Green, a 
lambent abstraction punctuated by an archipelago of black dots on a cream ground, shows 
Howard mining color theorist Joseph Albers (particularly his little-known album covers). Not 
coincidentally, Antonioni’s 1964 classic Red Desert owed much to Albers and his Color Field 
disciples. The comparable moles and black dots show Howard employing both representation 
and abstraction in an effort to further digest––as well as convey––his penchants. 
 
Despite the humility of these images, “Slows” offers a range of esoteric associations. Liquors, for 
example, is a cluster of grayed geometries fronted by the painting’s titular store sign that evokes 
Ralston Crawford’s deserted scenes of industrialization. Howard deftly allocates his appreciable 
influences, but quotation is hardly the point; his adroitness is as much a component of his style as 
is his line or color sense. All these elements are on display in this richly innovative show, which 
profoundly accents the beauty of everyday life. 
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